
Metal Carports
From snow, ice, and salt, to acid rain, to UV damage, everyone knows that the weather and
elements can wreak havoc on your car's paint job and undercarriage. You want to have an
enclosed, secure place to put your vehicle and keep it safe from the harsh weather elements.

[Brand Name] Offers a Wide Selection of Metal Carports
[Brand Name] has metal carports of various styles and sizes to accommodate all of your vehicle
protection needs.

Regular Roof Carports
Regular roof carports are the most common or popular style of carport. They come in different
styles and looks, but all have the same fundamental design structure.

This kind of carport is made when galvanized steel braces are bent into shape to create a
foundation to horizontal metal panels (similar to wall panels) that will create a metal canopy that
will guard your vehicles from the outside elements. The roof will have a curved trim strucy=ural
appearance.

A-Frame Horizontal (Boxed-Eave) Roof Carports
An A-Frame Horizontal Carport is an excellent investment to make and can even be considered
a home or property improvement. These structures can add extra space for storage or activities
as well as protect your valuable assets.

A-Frame Horizontal Roof Carports are named for the shape of their roof. The A shape is great
for shielding away weather elements like rain and snow in harsher climates or seasons, and it is
a very roomy and aesthetically pleasing design.

Vertical Roof Carports
Vertical Roof Carports provide amazing strength, durability, and functionality. They also allow for
a lot of diversity in style and appearance. These roofs have a look that is similar to that of an
average home or business.

Vertical roof carports have vertically aligned roof panels that meet at the top and are capped
with another ridge at the other end. This gives them an added strength that is necessary to
control snow load in regions of cold weather.

One Car Metal Carports



This is the type of carport you need if you're looking to facilitate a single car to protect it from the
outdoor elements. This kind of carport can come in any dimensions or style that you choose, so
long as your vehicle fits inside of it.

One car metal carports can come as prefab kits, or you can have them custom made as well to
fit your specific needs. A one-car metal carport is great when a garage is needed but not
allowed or workable.

Two Car Metal Carports
A two car metal carport is a great investment that will add value to your home and years to the
life and appearance of your family's vehicles. These types of structures can fully house two
vehicles.

A two car metal carport can be of any style of size that fits your preference. It is a versatile
structure that can house up to two cars or be used for storage. This kind of carport is relatively
easy to construct.

Three Car Metal Carports
Like a one or two car metal carport, this structure provides protection and security for your
vehicles. This structure is built to house as many as three full-size cars to accommodate your
family.

Do I Need A Metal Carport?
Metal carports are great for protecting cars, trucks, and other vehicles and equipment from
harsh weather. The rain, snow, and ice of many climates and seasons damage vehicles that are
left outside. This structure will shield your assets without the need to build a garage.

A metal carport is also easier to access than a garage since there are no doors or keys to
handle. This can also be an excellent place for kids to store bicycles, scooters, and other types
of recreational equipment.

What makes [Brand Name] Carports the Best Available?
Our custom-built metal carport kits allow you to choose the width, length, and leg height for your
new carport. Other important details include:

● Free center and corner braces on all steel carport kits
● Extra security from anchors in the ground or a concrete pad
● Sturdy framing
● Option of including gables and enclosed sides



Are Metal Carports Expensive?
Metal carports are quite economical. The actual price of your specific carport will depend on a
few different variables. Different options and customizations will change the cost of your
structure. Where it will be located and how difficult it is to access the location plays a part too. If
you choose a carport kit, the manufacturer will help determine the price as well. [Brand Name ]
has both a financing and rent to own option available.

What Is A Certified Carport?
When there are certifications for carports, they are in place to assure that the carport will be
strong enough to protect your property from the kind of typical snow, wind, ice, or other harsh
elements a specific region might regularly (or seasonally) endure. Not all places have these
types of regulations and certifications, but you should check to make sure your carport meets
any local requirements necessary.

General Uses of Carports
Carports protect your vehicles and keep them safe from the elements, but they can be great for
other things, too. Here are just a few ideas of what you can do with a metal carport:

Create an Outdoor Workspace: A carport can provide a tremendous sheltered outdoor
workspace for working on cars, equipment, or other large or mechanical projects that can't be
done indoors.

Deck or Patio Cover: A carport can provide the same protection from the elements for your
deck or patio that it does for your vehicles. This could make these spaces more functional
year-round.

Extra Storage: Who doesn't need some extra storage? A metal carport can give you just that,
and if you have a two or three car metal carport, you can use it for a car and storage.

Host an Outdoor Event: A metal carport can provide enough coverage for you to serve food
and drinks, erect a stage for a band or hold carnival games. Choose a theme, invite the
neighbors, and have a great time!

Play Area: Make a safe play area for your kids so that they can play outside regardless of rain
or snow. A metal carport is large enough to house a playhouse and swing set or sandbox easily.
Metal Carport Kits



[Brand Name] offers DIY Metal Carport Kits for all of you DIYers!
They contain all of the necessary components to make it quick and easy to build your very own
metal carport! These are the most affordable and high-quality kits available on the market today!

[Brand Name] Offers Free Delivery & Installation on Metal
Carports in 34 US States
[Brand Name] provides free delivery and installation of custom steel structures to dozens of
places across the United States, including NC, SC, GA, AL, MS, FL, LA, AK, OK, WA, OR, CA,
MT, AZ, MI, IL, IN, OH, VA, WV, PA, VT, NH, MA, CT, RI, DE, DC, MD, TX, KS, CO, MO, KY. A
metal carport is perfect for keeping your vehicles safe, especially in states that experience harsh
winters or summers, or lots of rain or sunshine. Metal carports provide complete protection from
the elements, including UV light, acid rain, as well as wind and hail damage.

Keep Your Vehicle Safe & Add Space With a Metal Carport!
[Brand Name] is the #1 Metal Buildings dealer in the country, providing Top Quality Metal
Buildings- including Carports, across the US.


